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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a simple unsupervised framework for \textit{pre-training} hidden-unit conditional random fields (HUCRFs), i.e., learning initial parameter estimates for HUCRFs prior to supervised training. Pre-training is generally important for models with non-convex training objectives such as deep neural nets. Our framework exploits the model structure of HUCRFs to make effective use of unlabeled data. The key idea is to use the separation of HUCRF parameters between observations and labels: this allows us to pre-train observation parameters independently of label parameters on resources such as unlabeled data or data labeled for non-target tasks. Pre-training is achieved by creating pseudo-labels from such resources. In the case of unlabeled data, we cluster observations and use the resulting clusters as pseudo-labels. Observation parameters can be trained on these external resources and then transferred to initialize the supervised training process on the target labeled data. Experiments on various sequence labeling tasks demonstrate that the proposed pre-training method consistently yields significant improvement in performance. The core idea could be extended to other learning techniques including deep learning. We applied the proposed technique to recurrent neural networks (RNN) with long short term memory (LSTM) architecture and obtained similar gains.
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1. Introduction

There has been a tremendous surge in the applications of machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to a number of problems during the past decade. In particular, cloud-driven personal digital assistants and AI systems are surfacing on many devices, including smart-phones, PCs, game consoles, headless speakers and wearables Sarikaya (2017). Information extraction, entity and slot tagging are essential tasks for numerous scenarios supported on these systems, where data from back-end knowledge bases and web services are presented to the user based on the semantic parsing of the natural language query. These tasks are considered as sequence labeling problems.
Over the past 15 years, conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001; Sutton and McCallum, 2007) have been widely used for numerous sequence labeling problems (Collins, 2002; McCallum and Li, 2003; Sha and Per-eira, 2003; Turian et al., 2010; Kim and Snyder, 2012; Celikyilmaz et al., 2013; Sarikaya et al., 2014; Anastasakos et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014; 2015a; 2015b; 2015d; 2016d; 2016a; Yang et al., 2016). CRFs are appealing because of two reasons. First, the training objective considers entire sequences and can incorporate arbitrary features; furthermore, it is convex and can be optimized relatively efficiently using dynamic programming. Second, CRF performance is fairly task independent; it does not need significant tuning in model configurations and hyper-parameters to achieve competitive results.

Recently, deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and its specific configuration long short term memory (LSTM) networks Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) improved the state-of-the-art performance on many natural language processing and sequence modeling tasks (Kim et al., 2016c; Zhang and Wang, 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Liu and Lane, 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017a; Shi et al., 2015; Hori et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017b; 2016b). Pre-training is an important step in training deep learning methods, as it helps model parameter estimation and leads to better model accuracy, particularly when labeled training data is limited Erhan et al. (2010).

So far, CRF family of learning methods lacked a framework to leverage unlabeled data to improve model parameter estimation and obtain improved accuracy. In this paper, we present a framework for pre-training the hidden unit CRFs (HUCRFs). The framework aims to learn the parameters of the HUCRFs in such a way to capture the deep structures and regularities either in the unlabeled data or through a related task. There could be many techniques to achieve this goal. We propose a technique that leverages a collection of unlabeled text, where the words are clustered into a set of clusters and cluster IDs are used as pseudo-labels to train HUCRFs. Then, the learned parameters corresponding to observations are used to initialize the training process on the labeled data. This pre-training step significantly reduces the challenges in training a highly accurate HUCRF by acquiring a broad feature coverage and finding a good initialization point. Our analysis implies that it also captures deep syntactic and semantic dependencies in the unlabeled data.

Additionally, we introduce a novel word clustering scheme based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA) that is sensitive to multiple word senses. For example, the resulting clusters will differentiate the occurrences of “bank” between financial institutions and the land alongside water. This is an important point as different senses of a word are likely to have a different task specific tag. Putting them in different clusters would enable the HUCRF model to learn the distinction in terms of label assignment.

This work was originally published in Kim et al. (2015c; 2015d). The main contributions in this paper are:

- We combined previous publication with the detailed explanation and in-depth analysis of the results.
- We added experiments with public data set for reproducibility of our results and provide direct comparison to the previous research.
- We also applied the proposed pre-training technique to deep learning, in particular, to recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with long short term memory (LSTM) architecture and achieved similar improvements.

2. Related work

Even though CRFs have been widely used on numerous sequence learning tasks, they still lack in certain aspects. For example, the linearity of CRFs is limiting: their expressive power is limited by the inner product between data and model parameters. Although one can still alleviate this limitation, for example by using non-linear data representations as features, it may be desirable to consider a richer sequence labeling paradigm. Several previous studies (Quattoni et al., 2007; Maaten et al., 2011; Stratos et al., 2013) proposed non-linear models by adding latent variables to the sequence modeling. However, increased expressive power typically results in intractable training objectives, and approximations are often used. In practice, non-linear models are very successful, as testified by many recent empirical breakthroughs with deep learning methods particularly LSTMs Lample et al. (2016).

In the non-linear models, it is often very useful to make use of unlabeled data for obtaining initial parameter values. Particularly in limited labeled data scenarios, the best models across different tasks mostly exploit an unsupervised pre-training strategy followed by the supervised training phase. This model training recipe is considered as a
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